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Fire Protection Planning Process

Fire Protection Planning Process
The purpose of a Fire Protection Plan is to provide an administrative process to document adaptive
management by the Summer Village to minimize losses due to fire. A Fire Protection Plan must be
completed with the aid and support of fire professionals and industry leaders. Three documents have
been developed for Summer Villages to assist with the completion of their own Fire Protection Plan. The
three documents include: The Fire Protection Plan: Accreditation; Fire Protection Plan: Workbook; and
Fire Protection Plan: Framework. When utilized together, the three documents will guide a Summer
Village through a step-by-step process to develop their own, unique Fire Protection Plan.
The Fire Protection Plan: Accreditation is a means for a Summer Village to determine if it is adhering to
standards set by the ASVA. The Accreditation Audit Form is the functional portion of the Accreditation
document. When completed, the Audit Form will identify strengths and weaknesses for a Summer Village
to consider when developing a Fire Protection Plan.
The Fire Protection Plan: Workbook provides a step-by-step process to assist summer villages with the
development of a Fire Protection Plan. A completed, edited, reviewed workbook will become the Summer
Villages Fire Protection Plan. It is recommended that when beginning the Fire Protection Planning
Process, it to follow the step by step process described in the Fire Protection Plan: Workbook.
The Fire Protection Plan: Framework is a reference document to assist the planning process. The
Framework provides additional information and reference material for each section of the Workbook.
By using the three Fire Protection Planning Process documents and additional materials provided by the
ASVA, a Summer Village will be prepared to write a Fire Protection Plan for their community. A Fire
Protection Plan will illustrate a community’s progressive commitment to public safety.

Accreditation

Framework

Workbook

Fire Protection
Plan
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Fire Protection Plan: Framework
The Fire Protection Plan: Framework is intended to assist a Summer Village with the completion of the
Fire Protection Plan: Workbook by providing additional information and reference material. The
Framework addresses specific sections of the Workbook to assist a Summer Village. The Framework
discusses what the section is about, who to involve in developing the section, and how to complete the
section. Figure 1 shows the general process for the development of a Fire Protection Plan

Planning

Monitoring and
Evaluations

Actions and
Implementation

Goals and
Objectives

Accreditation
Audit Form
Analysis

Figure 1: General Process for the Development of a Fire Protection Plan

Note: This is not a legal document, it is intended as a guide in developing a Fire Protection Plan. Not all
elements of this document will apply to each Summer Village.
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Planning
Step 1 Planning will assist the Summer Village
in identifying who to involve, community
characteristics to consider, plans to inquire
upon, and existing programs to consider, while
developing a Fire Protection Plan. When Step 1
is completed, all the basic information will be
gathered to complete the Workbook.

1.1

Stakeholder Involvement

The Summer Village is the primary author of a
Fire Protection Plan. However, while developing
a Fire Protection Plan, multiple stakeholders
should be consulted to assist with the variety of topics covered. Possible stakeholders to involve include
the summer village council, fire service provider, utilities providers, community members, and industry
stakeholders.
The Summer Village Council will be present throughout the whole process of developing the Fire
Protection Plan. The Summer Village Council’s responsibilities include gathering information, engaging
stakeholders, writing and editing the Workbook to develop a Fire Protection Plan.

1.2 Community Characteristics and Values
The Summer Village should analyze their community characteristics and values to gain an understanding
of the people, the surroundings, and the resources found in the community. The Workbook asks general
guidance questions to help understand the community. With stakeholder involvement, the Workbook
questions can be expanded upon with discussion about, and observations of, the community.

1.3 Review Current Programs
Current programs may already exist in the Summer Village. It is important to review programs for two
reasons: first, the types of programs available indicate community characteristics and values; and
second, some programs may be relevant to fire protection. The Workbook gives a list of possible
programs that may complement fire protection.

1.4 Review Existing Plans
Reviewing existing plans and processes is an integral part of the Fire Protection Planning process.
Summer Villages will have some degree of planning completed. Existing plans may address parts of the
Fire Protection Plan. Plans that may exist include, but are not limited to: a Regional Emergency
Response Plan, Fire Department Preplanning, a Wildfire Mitigation Plan, etc. These plans may contain
recommendations to the community, and details for emergencies such as evacuation routes. Information
gathered in these documents will help with the Fire Protection Planning Process.

1.5 Accreditation Audit Form
Read and follow the instructions stated in the Fire Protection Plan – Accreditation. The Accreditation Audit
Form is the basis for Steps 3, 4 and 5 of the Workbook. When the Accreditation Audit form is completed a
score will be given to the Summer Village. This score will illustrate strengths of a summer village, areas to
improve, and how a summer village compares to the standards set in the accreditation program.
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Goals and Objectives
Based on the knowledge collected through research
during the planning section, the Summer Village can
develop goals and objectives for the Fire Protection
Plan.

2.1

Goal Development

The main goal of the Fire Protection Plan is: to
minimize losses due to fire. During the development
of the Fire Protection Plan other goals may present
themselves to the authors, which the authors may want
to pursue.
What: A goal, by definition, is an overarching principle(s) that guides decision making; it helps to
determine a future direction or aspiration.
Who: Goals for the Fire Protection Plan may be developed through input from the Summer Village
Council, the local Fire Department, and the community.
How: The Summer Village Council, with stakeholder engagement, makes a broad statement on what
they want to achieve from the development of a Fire Protection Plan.

2.2 Defining Objectives
The objective of the Fire Protection Plan is: to continually increase the Accreditation Audit Form score.
During the development of the Fire Protection Plan other objectives may present themselves to the
summer village.
What: Objectives are specific, measurable outcomes that when achieved in combination provide
confidence that the Summer Village is on track to achieving the goal(s). Objectives define the “what” of
achieving a goal, and can be short, medium, or long term. A single goal can have many objectives.
Who: In this section of the planning, the Summer Village Council will analyze the goal(s) set and
determine outcome statements for each goal. As the outcomes are achieved, the Summer Village can be
confident they are on track to achieving the goal. Objectives should be set based on resources available
to the Summer Village, as well as those which may become available in the future.
How: Consider what needs to be achieved in the short term, medium term, and long term. To coincide
with timeline considerations, thought needs to be given to where behavioral changes may occur in order
to achieve the longer term outcomes.

Short Term:
Influence
Change

•New
knowledge
•Newskills
•Change
attitudes

Medium
Term:
Change
Behaviour

•Modified
behaviour or
practice
•Change
decisions
•Change policies

Long Term:
Change in
Condition

•Public safety
•Reduced risk
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Accreditation Audit Form
Analysis
When the Accreditation Audit Form is completed, a
score will be obtained. This score should assist the
Summer Village with identifying areas in need of
improvement.
The following sub-sections outline several facets that
form a Fire Protection Plan. The sub-sections below may
not be all inclusive, as Summer Villages may have
unique issues.
It is recommended that the Summer Village Council consult with stakeholders identified in Step 1.1
Stakeholder Involvement when they are completing the Accreditation Audit Form. Stakeholders can
provide information and professional opinions on fire protection, which will contribute significantly to the
development of a Fire Protection Plan.

3.1 Fire Department Resources and Emergency Response
What: It is important to understand roles and responsibilities of those involved in emergency response. It
is just as important that the public understands roles and knows what actions to take if a fire emergency
arises. Fire Department resources are resources (like transportation, human resources and technology)
the Fire Service Provider can utilize to suppress fire.
Who: Summer Village Council, Fire Service Provider, and if necessary local RCMP and Ambulance
Services
How: Discussions with the Fire Service Provider will determine the capabilities and possible needs of a
Fire Department. In addition, assessing emergency response may occur through consultation between
the Summer Village Council and anyone of the groups listed under “Who” above.

3.2 Water Resources
What: Fire suppression relies heavily on water supply in sufficient quantities in a timely manner. When
assessing water resources, focus on emergency response requirements and the community’s ability to
access water for fire protection. There are several guidelines and best practices that can be referenced
through the National Fire Protection Association and the Fire Underwriters Survey.
Who: Summer Village Council, Fire Service Provider, and if necessary the adjacent Rural Municipality
How: Reference any other planning documents that have recommendations associated with community
water resources for fire protection. Consultation between the Summer Village and the Fire Service
Provider will be important for defining actions to improve water resource efficiency and effectiveness. To
improve efficiencies it is important to identify issues associated with the access and availability of water to
a community for fire suppression, such as:
 Location of the water resources
 Compatibility of hose connections
 Availability of the water resources
 Seasonal constraints
 Road standards for access by a pumper or water tender
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3.3 Evacuation
What: If a fire emergency becomes severe, there may be need for an evacuation. For this to occur, it is
necessary to know such things as who calls an evacuation order, routes of escape, who is required to
evacuate, and where to go upon an evacuation call. The process of evacuation needs to be clear to the
community, the Summer Village Council, emergency response agencies and adjacent Municipalities.
Who: The Summer Village Council, building managers, emergency response agencies, Fire
Departments, Rate Payers and adjacent Municipalities. Other nearby communities may be involved by
providing muster points and registration centres.
How: If an evacuation plan has already been developed, it can be reference in the Accreditation Audit
Form and Workbook. To assess an evacuation plan, the Summer Village Council should consult with the
groups listed above. To gain the community’s perspective, the process of determining an evacuation plan
should actively pursue community engagement.

Assessment Resources

Alberta Emergency Management Agency. (2016). Alberta Emergency Management Agency. Retrieved
from http://www.aema.alberta.ca/index
National Fire Protection Agency. (2016). The leading information and knowledge resource on fire,
electrical and related hazards. Retrieved from http://www.nfpa.org
FireSmart Canada. (2016). FireSmart Canada. Retrieved from https://www.firesmartcanada.ca/
FireWise Communities. (2014). Saving Lives and Property from Wildfire. Retrieved from
http://www.firewise.org/
Urban Fire Forum. Fire Service Deployment: Assessing Community Vulnerability.
www.nfpa.org/~/media/.../member%20access/.../urbanfirevulnerability

3.4 Wildfire
What: Wildfire is a fire that occurs in natural fuels such as trees, shrubs and grass. Summer Village are
located in rural areas where natural fuels are abundant. Therefore all Summer Villages have a potential
risk of wildfire affecting the community.
Who: Summer Village Council, residents, and FireSmart planners
How: To mitigate the risks of wildfire, wildfire planning should be completed. Most Summer Villages have
some degree of wildfire planning already in place. In this section, recommendations from existing plans
should be outlined. If a Summer Village does not have a wildfire plan, it is suggested that the village
utilizes a plan from a neighbouring Summer Village.

Resources

Government of Alberta. (2013). FireSmart: Guidebook for Community Protection. ISBN No. 978-1-46010780-5.
Partners in Protection. (2003). FireSmart: Protecting Your Community from Wildfire (2nd ed.). Edmonton,
AB: Capital Colour Press Ltd.
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3.5 Outside Fuel and Ignition Hazards – Private
What: Fuel and ignition hazards coming from private property are important to identify. If private property
hazards are a problem for a Summer Village a bylaw review, or enforcement program may need to be
implemented to address the problem.
Examples of fuel hazards may include, but are not limited to:






Refuse accumulation
Fuel storage
Derelict material storage
Wood and combustible debris piles
Downfall, dead trees, encroaching bush, undergrowth

Who: Summer Village Council and the Fire Service Provider.
How: All key stakeholders listed under “Who” above need to collaborate on identifying fuel and ignition
hazards and associated risks.

3.6 Outside Fuel and Ignition Hazards – Public
What: Understanding potential ignition hazards on public lands are important to identify. Identified
hazards will support the development of actions.
Potential ignition hazards on public land may include but are not limited to:








Wildfires (can ignite structures through spotting, blowing embers, etc.)
Discarded cigarettes
Hot engines
o Operating ATV’s in dry areas
o Improper fueling
Fire pits/camp fires
Improper use of fireworks
Arson

Who: Summer Village Council and the Fire Department, or a fire professional.
How: All key stakeholders listed under “Who” above need to collaborate on identifying fuel and ignition
hazards and associated risks.

Resources to help identify hazards

Pre-existing plans
Canadian Fire Safety Association http://canadianfiresafety.com/
National Fire Protection Association http://catalog.nfpa.org/
FireSmart – Protecting Your Community from Wildfire
https://www.firesmartcanada.ca/images/uploads/resources/FireSmart-Protecting-YourCommunity.pdf
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3.7 Structures – Residential
What: Residential structures will make up the majority of buildings within a Summer Village. It is important
that all rate payers assess their own home to meet fire safety recommendations. For new developments
the summer village should have a permitting system in place to ensure that the developers are following
provincial fire codes.
When assessing external components of structures, potential vulnerable areas may include:




Roofing: roofing material (combustibility) debris on roof
Siding: siding material (combustibility)
Vents and chimney

Examples of what to assess during development of a new structure include:





Electrical
o Is electrical up to code?
Heating systems
o Installed to code?
o Storage of combustibles next to heating units?
o Temporary heating units, used for intended use?
Fire detection systems
o What types?
o How many?
o Remote monitoring capability?

Who: Rate payers, developers, Summer Village.
How: Proper permitting system for new developments. Education programs for Rate Payers.

3.8 Structures – Community
What: Community structures may include commercial or municipal buildings. Structures such as
municipal buildings may have the capacity to hold a large amount of people. Whenever there is a large
gathering of people it is essential to ensure all safety measures are in place.
Who: Summer Village Council
How: For new structures, ensure the building meets standards at time of construction or renovations and
that there are regular inspections. For existing buildings ensure that all safety codes are being met; fire
alarms work, fire extinguishers inspected and replaced when recommended.

Structure Resources

City of Camrose. (n.d.). Fire Prevention and Education. Retrieved from http://www.camrose.ca/116/FirePrevention-Public-Education
Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada. (2014). Fire Education and Prevention. Retrieved from
https://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1317842518699/1317842725065
National Fire Protection Association. (2016). Learn Not to Burn. Retrieved from
http://www.nfpa.org/safety-information/for-public-educators/education-programs/learn-not-to-burn

National Fire Protection Association. (2016). Remembering When. Retrieved from
http://www.nfpa.org/safety-information/for-public-educators/educationprograms/remembering-when
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Safety Codes Council. (2012). Alberta: a safe place to live, work, and play. Retrieved from
http://www.safetycodes.ab.ca/Pages/Home.aspx
Strathcona County. (n.d.). Home Safety Education Program. Retrieved from
http://www.strathcona.ca/files/filer_public/2013/07/10/at-sces-cse_-_safe_at_home.pdf

3.9 Community Access
What: A community needs to be navigable during an emergency. For example, if an emergency cannot
be located or responded to due to a lack of community access or lot addressing, poor standards of
egress/access, or seasonal passage (i.e. lack of snow removal), the community is at risk. It is necessary
to ensure the infrastructure of the community is equipped to handle an emergency.
Who: Fire Service Provider and the Summer Village Council. Other emergency service providers such as
the RCMP (responsible for evacuation), Ambulance (if not provided by the Fire Service Provider) and
other stakeholders should be considered.
How: Potential actions to improve community access and related access infrastructure should be listed,
analyzed and evaluated for priority. Have the emergency service providers participate with completing the
Accreditation Audit Form and in defining actions to improve community access.

3.10 Industrial Activities
What: Knowing the types of industry present within or near a community allows for efficient
communication during an emergency incident.
Who: Summer Village Council and Industry leaders.
How: Identifying industry located on or adjacent to Summer Village property. Create a list of industry
contacts. Meet with industry contacts to develop a working relationship and common safety goals.
Example: A local trucking company was seen working in a known pipeline right-of-way, residents noted a
strong smell of rotten eggs and bubbling of oil like substance from the ground. Emergency Responders
need to quickly identify the pipeline location marker, phone the Pipeline Control Center. The control
center can determine the exact product in the line at that location and provide responders with an MSDS
sheet (product type, hazards, chemical makeup) while sending pipeline company responders.

Resources:

Canadian Pacific. (2016). Living Near the Railway. Retrieved from http://www.cpr.ca/en/community/livingnear-the-railway
CN. (2016). Rail Safety. Retrieved from https://www.cn.ca/en/delivering-responsibly/community/healthsafety/rail-safety
Transport Canada. (2013). Chapter 7: Proximity Issues. Retrieved from
https://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/tcss/RSA_review/chapter7-394.htm

3.11 Utilities
What: Knowing what utilities are present and the condition of the utilities are essential for the prevention
of related emergencies. Another consideration is the protection of utilities during an emergency and/or the
risk to emergency responders (such as overhead power lines).
Who: Summer Village Council and representatives from the utility company.
9
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How: A list of utilities located in the Summer Village and consultation with the utility companies about
potential concerns associated with the utilities. Have the utility providers participate in the Accreditation
Audit Form and in defining actions.

3.12 Other Risks
Summer Villages vary greatly in size, location and demographic. This section is provided for a Summer
Village to recognize unique fire safety concerns.
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Action and Implementation
Step 3 in the Workbook continually asks three main
questions:
1. Are all standard practices met?
2. Are there feasible opportunities to meet best or
leading edge practices?
3. What are other possible best and leading edge
practices not listed in the Accreditation Audit Form
that may be feasible to implement in the future?
These questions outline potential actions that will help
the Summer Village meet the objective to continually
increase the Accreditation Audit Form score.

4.1 Developing Actions
What: Determine what actions the Summer Village can implement.
Potential actions should have presented themselves during the
completion of the Accreditation Audit Form.
Who: Summer Village Council
How: While determining actions a Summer Village must consider the
economic, social and environmental impacts of the action.

Action Example: Hazard Disposal

Figure 2

Goal: Minimize losses due to fire
Objective: Increase score in “Outside Fuel and Ignition Hazards”
Timeline: Short-term
Action: Summer Village has an annual hazard disposal program
Evaluation of Action:




Economic: potentially economically effective if majority of community participates
Environmental: cleaning hazards has a positive environmental impact
Society: Gives the community social opportunities and develops community pride

Benefits:
 Possible opportunity to educate residents on fire safety and general knowledge
 Simple way to start reducing hazards on, and surrounding properties


A suggested best practice in the Accreditation Audit Form
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4.2 Implementing Actions
What: Once actions are decided upon, an implementation plan needs to be developed.
Who: Summer Village Council, residents, volunteers, Fire Service Provider, and contractors.
How: Analyze the resources (e.g. time, money, labour, etc.) necessary to implement the chosen actions.
Actions may take different amounts of time to complete, Summer Village may want to organize them
within a timeline (short, medium, and long- term implementation). Questions to consider during the
implementation process are:





What resources are necessary to implement the action (money, time, labour, etc.)?
Who is responsible for specific tasks?
When is the action going to be completed?
What are other questions to consider when implementing actions?

Implementation Example: Hazard Disposal
Resources needed:
 Personnel: Volunteers, contractor
 Equipment: Work gloves, safety glasses
 Other: Food and water
 Financial: approximately $0000.00
Person(s) responsible for task:
1. John Doe
2. Jane Doe
Action completion date:
 Advertising completed by April 30
 Contractors booked by May 31
 Event completed June 15
Other Considerations:
 If event is successful, initiate planning for next year.
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Monitoring and Evaluation
Monitoring and evaluation of a Fire Protection Plan is
needed to ensure the goal is being achieved. Both
monitoring and evaluation are completed to ensure
the plan is a living document.

5.1 Monitoring
What: Monitoring determines if actions are being
implemented in a timely manner and on budget. If
actions are not being implemented in an appropriate
manner a Fire Protection Plan may be at risk of not
meeting goals and objectives.
Who: Those who are responsible for leading the monitoring program should be appointed from the
Summer Village Council. The tenure of those appointed and their monitoring responsibilities should be
outlined by Council.
How: An annual review of the plan to ensure that actions are being implemented, changes to the
community are being addressed, and the tenure of those responsible is valid. A report of this review is
suggested to document the process and the outcomes of the review.

5.2 Evaluation
What: Evaluation determines if the actions are effective in achieving the objective. If the objectives are
achieved, subsequently, the goals will also be achieved.
Who: The Summer Village Council. If possible, a third party should be retained to review or audit a Fire
Protection Plan and identifying desired amendments.
How: An evaluation will require the Summer Village to re-visit the Accreditation Audit Form to see if
scores are increasing. An evaluation will inform the Summer Village Council whether the plan is effective.
During an evaluation of a Fire Protection Plan the following questions should be asked:




Are the contents of this Fire Protection Plan working as anticipated?
Are the Goals and Objectives being met?
Are new Goals and Objectives needed?

Evaluation Resource

http://sectorsource.ca/sites/default/files/resources/files/projectguide_final.pdf
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Appendix 1: Example of the Fire Protection Plan Process
Table 1: Example of the Fire Protection Plan Process

To minimize losses due to
fire

Goal

Objective

Action

Implementation

Monitoring

Increase score in
“outside fuel and
ignition hazards”

Develop a hazard
reduction program

Implement the
hazard reduction
program

Has the hazard
reduction program been
implemented

Develop an incentive
program to test existing
and install new smoke
detectors in every
residence

Increase score in
“Structures”

Implement the
program

Develop an incentive
program to inspect
existing fire
extinguishers and install
fire extinguishers where
needed

Implement the
program

Develop an annual
training program where
rate payers are trained
and practice using fire
extinguishers

Annual delivery of
the program

Assess how many Rate
Payers participated in
the program and had
existing smoke
detectors tested or
installed new smoke
detectors
Assess how many Rate
Payers participated in
the program and had
fire extinguishers
inspected and/or
installed in their
residence and out
buildings

Evaluation

Over time assess
if scores are
increasing

Document Rate Payer
participation in the
program

Note: The above example is not a comprehensive representation of the objectives and actions to achieve
the stated goal.
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Appendix 2: Resources
Evacuation






Alberta Emergency Management Agency. (2016). Alberta Emergency Management Agency.
Retrieved from http://www.aema.alberta.ca/index
National Fire Protection Agency. (2016). The leading information and knowledge resource on fire,
electrical and related hazards. Retrieved from http://www.nfpa.org
FireSmart Canada. (2016). FireSmart Canada. Retrieved from https://www.firesmartcanada.ca/
FireWise Communities. (2014). Saving Lives and Property from Wildfire. Retrieved from
http://www.firewise.org/
Urban Fire Forum. Fire Service Deployment: Assessing Community Vulnerability.
www.nfpa.org/~/media/.../member%20access/.../urbanfirevulnerability

Wildfire



Government of Alberta. (2013). FireSmart: Guidebook for Community Protection. ISBN No. 9781-4601-0780-5.
Partners in Protection. (2003). FireSmart: Protecting Your Community from Wildfire (2nd ed.).
Edmonton, AB: Capital Colour Press Ltd.

Outside Fuel and Ignition Hazards





Pre-existing plans
Canadian Fire Safety Association http://canadianfiresafety.com/
National Fire Protection Association http://catalog.nfpa.org/
FireSmart – Protecting Your Community from Wildfire
https://www.firesmartcanada.ca/images/uploads/resources/FireSmart-Protecting-YourCommunity.pdf

Structures








City of Camrose. (n.d.). Fire Prevention and Education. Retrieved from
http://www.camrose.ca/116/Fire-Prevention-Public-Education
Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada. (2014). Fire Education and Prevention. Retrieved from
https://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1317842518699/1317842725065
National Fire Protection Association. (2016). Learn Not to Burn. Retrieved from
http://www.nfpa.org/safety-information/for-public-educators/education-programs/learn-not-to-burn
National Fire Protection Association. (2016). Remembering When. Retrieved from
http://www.nfpa.org/safety-information/for-public-educators/education-programs/rememberingwhen
Safety Codes Council. (2012). Alberta: a safe place to live, work, and play. Retrieved from
http://www.safetycodes.ab.ca/Pages/Home.aspx
Strathcona County. (n.d.). Home Safety Education Program. Retrieved from
http://www.strathcona.ca/files/filer_public/2013/07/10/at-sces-cse_-_safe_at_home.pdf
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Industrial Activities




Canadian Pacific. (2016). Living Near the Railway. Retrieved from
http://www.cpr.ca/en/community/living-near-the-railway
CN. (2016). Rail Safety. Retrieved from https://www.cn.ca/en/deliveringresponsibly/community/health-safety/rail-safety
Transport Canada. (2013). Chapter 7: Proximity Issues. Retrieved from
https://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/tcss/RSA_review/chapter7-394.htm

Evaluation


http://sectorsource.ca/sites/default/files/resources/files/projectguide_final.pdf
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